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in the end fittings of certain wing lift-struts. ... plates and pads at the ends of tubes should be avoided. ... The welded ends of the strap are inherently vulnerable. 
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Aircraft Design Through Experience SELECTION OF MATERIALS IN DESIGN Structural failures of fittings and parts often can be attributed to improper selection of materials at the time of original design. One serious structural failure studied was partially attributable to the use of SAE 1012 steel in the end fittings of certain wing lift-struts. This material is subject to brittle failure at ordinary or low temperature; consequently, it is unsuitable for vital parts. Several other serious structural failures were attributed mainly to the use of special aluminum alloys having high (Continued on page 14)
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SHOCK MOUNT
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Welded Gussets in an Engine Mount



Welded Joint in an Engine Mount



Design Deficiency—Failures often occur in plain welded joints of tubular engine mounts, as these invariably are highly stressed and are subject to vibration. Welds in tension are particularly vulnerable in this regard. Recommendation—Plain welded joints in tubular engine mounts should be avoided. Welded finger patches or gusset plates should be used for added reinforcements, as shown.



Design Deficiency—The welded joints of the center gusset had an undue tendency to crack. The cause was attributed to an eccentricity resulting from differences in size of the gussets. The Fix—The center gusset was enlarged to eliminate the apparent eccentricity. © ®
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Figure 4.



Figure 2.



Welded Engine-Mount Fitting



Design Deficiency—This engine-mount pad is eccentrically loaded and it is relatively flexible in comparison to the tube. Under load, the bending stresses caused cracking of the welds. Recommendation — The butt-welded attachment of flat plates and pads at the ends of tubes should be avoided.



Welded Clamps in a Tubular Engine Mount



Design Deficiency—There is shown one of four attachment points for an engine mount of a helicopter. The tubes are butt-welded to the clamp. The clamp plate is flexible relative to the adjacent tubular structure, and flexing of the clamp results in stress concentration and eventual failure of the weld due to fatigue. In one of the specimens examined, the quality of the welding appeared inferior. Recommendation—The joint should be redesigned. (Continued on next page) SPORT AVIATION
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SELECTION . . .



(Continued from page 13)



ultimate and yield strengths but relatively low fatigue strengths. The particular failures were due to fatigue which occurred at relatively low periods of service life. There are several cases wherein connecting hoses have deteriorated, become swollen and burst, because of the adverse chemicnl effects of insecticide materials which they carried. Obviously the use, for critical parts, of materials whose characteristics have not been reasonably well established or which are not suitable for the particular service conditions should be avoided.



bending stresses occur at its welded ends. The strap has a tendency to vibrate during both ground and flight maneuvers and this also induces bending stresses at the welds. The welded ends of the strap are inherently vulnerable to bending and fatigue stresses. In some cases, poor welding accentuated the aforementioned deficiencies. (Questions concerning the attachment of the axle to the strut are covered in Figure 6). Recommendation — Satisfactory strength of the welded ends of the strap can probably best be attained by increasing the width of the strap at its ends.



WELDING OF FERROUS MATERIALS Principles of Welding Design. Welded joints can best resist compression and shear stresses, but are often undesirable for pure tension and tension due to bending. Numerous service difficulties and failures have attributed to the existence of the following conditions which should be avoided whenever possible: (a) A joint between relatively thin and thick gauges of material. The heat required to bring the thicker material up to the welding temperature may burn or melt away the thin material. (b) The convergence of more than six members to form a welded cluster. The repeated and prolonged applications of heal on the small area where the members meet tend to weaken the base metal adjacent to the weld material. (c) The use of tin-lead solder in proximity to a joint. A subsequent repair of the joint might cause contamination of the weld metal by the solder. (d) The welding of a brazed joint. If welded repairs are subsequently made in the field, complete removal of brazing material prior to welding is very difficult because the brazing alloy can penetrate the base metal for a considerable distance. Visually, the joint will appear clean; actually, it may be contaminated by the brazing alloy and be unfit for welding. The reverse practice of brazing a welded joint is permissible provided that necessary strength is attained.



Figure 6.



Landing Gear Axle



Design Deficiency—Landing loads impose a tension load on the weld at (W) which, in turn, tends to tear the axle away from the strut at the weld areas. The welds are somewhat vulnerable to repetitive tensile loads. Recommendation—The axle-to-strut attachment fittings of the type shown should be reinforced with a welded wrapper plate around the axle and extending up the strut.



WELDED STOPS



Figure 7.



Rudder Stops



Design Deficiency—Loads resulting from banging of the rudder against the stops were particularly severe. The conditions were aggravated by a slight misalignment of the stops during their welded assembly. Plain butt-welding does not afford an attachment of sufficient ruggedness.



Recommendation—Control surface stops should be more



Figure 5.



Landing Gear Structure



Design Deficiency—The ends of the strap (A-B) are eccentric, consequently when it is under load, both tensile and 14
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ruggedly designed, eliminating the butt-welded attachment of the stops, if possible. If attachment is by welding, the welds preferably should be loaded in shear instead of bending.



commercially obtained V-threaded members due to wide tolerances. Recommendation — The fitting should be redesigned to eliminate features particularly vulnerable to vibration and fatigue. The attaching bolt should be changed to lie in a fore-and-aft direction. Failures within the threaded portion of the bolt might be eliminated by "rolling in" the thread instead of cutting, or a larger diameter eyebolt could be used. The shoulder at the end of the thread should be eliminated. The tolerances between threaded members should be close. All welds should be exposed to view for necessary inspection in the field. Loads imparted by sitting on or stepping on the strut should be considered in the design or, in lieu thereof, the strut should be placarded, "Do not step or sit".



Figure 8.



Wing Lift Strut-to-Spar Attachment Fitting



Design Deficiency—The mass of the main plate is large



relative to the washer plates, consequently during welding at A, there exists a possibility of burning the washer plates or a cold weld. Another possibility is that the main plate is liable to be weakened due to burning by welding across both its sides at A. The lower tubular flange member may be weakened by welding entirely around its periphery at B. The fitting as a whole is vulnerable to fatigue failure due to vibration of the lift strut about the flat plate. Recommendation—The fitting should be completely redesigned to eliminate welding around the lower chord member and the welding of heavy plate to relatively thin plate, to avoid welding across the main plate which carries the design tension load, and to eliminate bending of the flat plate caused by vibration of the lift strut.
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Figure 10.



Welded Attachment of a Torque Tube Horn



Design Deficiency—The flat-plate type horn is welded to the torque tube on both its sides. The horn is relatively thin, consequently welding on both its sides tends to burn the material and weaken the attachment. The horn is relatively weak against lateral and buckling loads. Recommendation—In welded assemblies of the type shown, relatively thin material should be welded on only one side to avoid possible burning of the material. It is presumed, of course, that the strength of a single weld is adequate. The horn should be strengthened to resist loads in a lateral direction.
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EYE BOLT
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Wing Lift Strut-to-Fuselage Attachment Fitting



Design Deficiency—The fitting consists essentially of an eyebolt threaded into an inner spool which is welded at its ends to two halves of a sleeve. The upturned ends of the sleeve halves are welded to the strut, as shown. Failures have occurred in the eyebolt, both at the shoulder end of the thread and in the sharp V-threaded portion of the thread. There exists an undue tendency to burn the spool at its ends in welding around its periphery where it is welded to the sleeve halves. As a result, failures have occurred by the spool tearing loose from the sleeve halves. Possible improper welding of the sleeve to the spool is hidden after its assembly within the strut. The fitting is particularly subject to fatigue because the strut vibrates mainly in a vertical direction, the strut being restrained by the attaching bolt which lies in a vertical direction. In service, the strut is sometimes stepped on and sat on, and this type of loading was not considered in the original design of the fitting. Loose fits exist between the



Figure 11.



Universal Joint



Design Deficiency—Welding of the solid shaft to the relatively thin plate was conducive to a cold weld. Also, there



was an insufficient length of weld. (See upper sketch). The Fix—The critical weld detail was revised to incorporate a greater length of weld as shown in the lower sketch. In addition, in order to reduce the possibility of a cold weld, special precautions were taken to have the local portion of the solid shaft at a sufficiently high temperature during the welding process. SPORT AVIATION
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